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Paperback | $8.99
Juvenile Fiction
Dundurn
Ages 9-12
May 11, 2019
224 pages
5.00" x 8.00" x 0.50"

9781459744936

The Diamond Mistake Mystery : The Great Mistake Mysteries
The Great Mistake Mysteries #4
Sylvia McNicoll

Five-year-old Pearl claims that a pirate stole the rare Blushing Diamond. But everyone’s a pirate on
Halloween. 

Dogwalker Stephen Noble has been recruited to walk his five-year-old reading buddy, Pearl Lebel, to and from
school while her mother is away and her father is ill. He’s sure that this will be easier than walking canine clients
Ping and Pong — until Pearl locks herself in the house, runs away from home, and loses her family’s rare pink
diamond ring.

When Pearl claims that a pirate took the ring, Stephen and Renée are on the case. But the more they discover,
the more it feels like everyone is a suspect. With Pearl annoying them every step of the way, will they be able
to solve the mystery before the ring's scheduled appearance at the Brilliant Diamond Show?Paperback | $13.99

Young Adult Fiction
Dundurn
Ages 12-15
Jun 22, 2019
208 pages
5.00" x 8.00" x 1.00"

9781459744769

The Gamer's Guide to Getting the Girl

Kristine Scarrow

Strategy is everything when it comes to gaming — and girls.

Zach is used to living in a world of legendary battles, epic journeys, and life-or-death situations. As a gamer, he
is hard-wired for adventure, even though it’s from the comfort of his parents’ couch. But nothing has prepared
him for battling the biggest storm in Saskatchewan’s history while trapped in the local mall. 

On top of everything, Zach has finally met the girl of his dreams, but he finds himself helping everyone else stay
safe while his best friend spends time with her. What Zach doesn’t realize is that love always finds its way when
you’ve found the right person and are ready to risk it all to save the day.

Paperback | $12.99
Young Adult Fiction
Dundurn
Ages 12-15
Aug 10, 2019
296 pages
5.00" x 8.00" x 1.00"

9781459744967

Spin

Colleen Nelson

An aspiring teenage DJ must learn how to navigate life when people find out that she's the daughter of a
famous singer. 

Fifteen-year-old Delilah “Dizzy” Doucette lives with her dad and brother above their vintage record store, The
Vinyl Trap. She’s learning how to spin records from her brother’s best friend, and she’s getting pretty good. But
behind her bohemian life, Dizzy and her family have a secret: her mom is the megafamous singer Georgia
Waters. When this secret is revealed to the world, Dizzy’s life spins out of control. She must decide what is
most important to her — the family she has or the family she wants.

Paperback | $13.99
Juvenile Fiction
Dundurn
Ages 9-12
Aug 31, 2019
216 pages
5.00" x 8.00" x 1.00"

9781459744714

Street Shadows

Claire Gilchrist

Two coyote friends must learn how to survive when human development threatens their homes.

Pica and Scruff, two young coyotes, are both born in the heart of a large city. Pica has a loving family and lives
on a peaceful golf course. Scruff was orphaned at birth and adopted by a mysterious older coyote named
Jagger.

Despite their differences, Pica and Scruff meet and become friends. Their friendship is put to the test, however,
when Scruff learns that Pica’s family may have been involved in the death of his own family. The fragile peace
is further disrupted when construction begins, demolishing the place Scruff and Jagger live. And then Scruff
discovers that there is a lot he
doesn’t know about Jagger, the only parent he’s ever known. Scruff must decide who to trust in order to survive
and find a new place to call home.
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